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+16139338285 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/Louis-Pizzeria/104345262950770

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Louis Pizzeria from Cornwall. Currently, there are 16 dishes
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Louis Pizzeria:
As a BIG fan of Cornwall's Riverside Pizza, we were forced to find an alternative on an icy December evening

when every place seemed closed. Luckily, Louis Pizza was still open and we got in for the last take out order of
the evening. As an alternative place to get your Pizza in Cornwall, this place has my vote. Good taste, lots of

pepperoni and great cheese. Thumbs up! read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and
eat and drink in nice weather. What User doesn't like about Louis Pizzeria:

Ordered a Pizza over 2 hours ago and they said no prob now i sit here hungry and no food ,keep tryng to call
and get no answer ,All they had to say when i called is sry were not going to be abel to fullfill your order ,but NO

they said no problem will be there soon ,well if you driver showes up now i hope he enjoys my pizza cause I'm on
the phone right now placeing an order with Napolians and going to tell your drive... read more. Delicious pizza is

baked hot from the oven at Louis Pizzeria in Cornwall using a traditional method, Naturally, you should also
taste the fine burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges offered. Guests of the Louis Pizzeria

appreciate the traditional Canadian meals, the menu also includes fine vegetarian meals.
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P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Sid� dishe�
POUTINE

Sauce�
MEAT SAUCE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Sauce�
SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
PEPPERONI

CHEESE

MEAT

BACON

CRUDE

SAUSAGE

ONION

PAPRIKA
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Opening Hours:
Friday 11:00-15:00
Saturday 11:00-15:00
Sunday 11:00-13:00
Monday 11:00-14:00
Tuesday 11:00-14:00
Wednesday 11:00-14:00
Thursday 11:00-14:00
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